Hypersensitive (HS) sites in genomic sequences are reliable markers of DNA regulatory regions that control gene expression. Annotation of regulatory regions is important in understanding phenotypical differences among cells and diseases linked to pathologies in protein expression. Several computational techniques are devoted to mapping out regulatory regions in DNA by initially identifying HS sequences. Statistical learning techniques like Support Vector Machines (SVM), for instance, are employed to classify DNA sequences as HS or non-HS. This paper proposes a method to automate the basic steps in designing an SVM that improves the accuracy of such classification. The method proceeds in two stages and makes use of evolutionary algorithms. An evolutionary algorithm first designs optimal sequence motifs to associate explicit discriminating feature vectors with input DNA sequences. A second evolutionary algorithm then designs SVM kernel functions and parameters that optimally separate the HS and non-HS classes. Results show that this two-stage method significantly improves SVM classification accuracy. The method promises to be generally useful in automating the analysis of biological sequences, and we post its source code on our website.
Introduction
Locating DNA noncoding regions that regulate gene transcription is now the remaining challenge in mapping out the entire human genome. [1] [2] [3] The latest techniques rely on identifying sites that are hypersensitive to DNA-modifying enzymes and precede regulatory regions, as shown in Fig. 1 . [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] A wealth of short DNA sequences determined to be hypersensitive (HS) sites are now available from highthroughput experimental techniques. The abundance of known HS sequences allows applying statistical learning techniques to automate the annotation process. Recent work explores the employment of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) in classifying short DNA sequences as HS or non-HS. 10, 11 SVMs have a solid theoretical foundation in statistical learning theory and are the most widely used machine learning technique for binary classification problems. 12 In bioinformatics, SVMs have been applied to predict protein localization sites, DNA translation start sites, and DNA splice sites.
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Despite their broad applicability, important decisions in constructing an SVM classifier remain problem specific and require understanding the problem domain. Essentially, an SVM maps non-vector data, such as text, graphs, and strings, into a vector space where a hyperplane can be found to optimally separate the two classes of mapped data. The process consists of two basic steps. In the context of classifying input DNA sequences as HS or non-HS, the first step involves associating real-valued feature vectors with the input sequences. The second step involves mapping the feature vectors into a higher-dimensional space where labeled data can be linearly separated by a hyperplane. The success of an SVM classifier depends on both the choice of the feature space and the internal transformation, the kernel function. Finding discriminating features that distinguish HS sequences from non-HS sequences is difficult. Even for experts, significant time and resources go to finding features that result in meaningful SVM input vectors.
Choosing a kernel function that transforms the feature vectors into a higherdimensional space where the data are linearly separable is also problem-specific. In addition, kernel functions have adjustable parameters as does the SVM itself. This generally results in a tedious tuning process with many cycles of experimentation.
In this paper we propose a novel method that removes the need for expert input and automates the two basic components of an SVM classification, feature and kernel selection, all the while improving classification accuracy. Essentially, the method consists of two evolutionary algorithms (EAs). As shown in Fig. 2 , the first EA finds a good set of discriminating features.
11 A second EA finds the best kernel with necessary SVM parameters, thus automating the design of a highperformance SVM for sequence classification. Our results show that these two EAs in combination improve SVM classification accuracy in a statistically significant way as compared to other methods. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A brief summary of related work is provided in Sec. 1.1. Our method is described in Sec. 2. Results follow in Sec. 3. The article concludes with a discussion in Sec. 4.
Related work
The issue of extracting meaningful features from biological sequences is circumvented when employing implicit string kernels. These kernels directly associate distances in the feature space through suffix trees or other similarity measures. 19 In other applications, one first associates feature vectors with input sequences and then uses a kernel function to obtain distances in the feature space through dot product calculations. 20 Extracting explicit features has distinct advantages. The features can encapsulate important biological features, and their relative strength or contribution to learning can be directly measured. Often, the main novelty in applying an SVM to a new classification problem is the extraction of meaningful features that allow converting the input data into vectors. When there is no prior knowledge to guide the design of meaningful features, spectrum features are often employed. 20 A k-spectrum is the set of d = |Σ| k features that correspond to all strings of length k (k-mers) generated from an alphabet Σ. A d-dimensional feature vector is then associated with an input sequence by recording the frequency of occurrence of each of the d k-mers in the sequence. This approach is recently employed to recognize HS sequences.
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As the spectrum length increases, the number of features increases exponentially. Various studies reveal that a small percentage of the 6-spectrum features actually contribute to learning. 10, 11 Our work in Ref. 11 proposes an EA to explore the space of fixed-length sequences in search of optimal motifs that best discriminate between HS and non-HS sequences. We have shown the benefits of employing these motifs over spectrum features in other bioinformatics applications. 21 We employ the EA proposed in Ref. 11 and briefly summarized in Sec. 2 to obtain features in this work. The success of an SVM classifier depends on the choice of both the feature space and the kernel function. Many researchers test few predefined kernel functions to select one that yields the highest classification accuracy. 22 Grid-based optimization then tunes kernel and SVM parameters. 23 Evolutionary-based algorithms, such as Genetic Programming (GP), are starting to be applied to design an optimal kernel function. [24] [25] [26] [27] The kernel functions evolved by the GP in some researches are not guaranteed to follow Mercer's theorem, so optimality is not guaranteed. In all current applications of GP, a small predefined set of kernel functions is employed to evolve new kernel functions. 28, 29 The set consists of the Linear, Gaussian, and Polynomial functions, excluding many other known kernel functions. The cost parameter C, which controls the trade off between allowing misclassification errors during training of the SVM and forcing rigid margins, is also kept fixed.
28,29
In this paper, the optimal features obtained with an EA are combined with an optimal kernel function obtained with a GP algorithm. The main novelty of this work is that it simultaneously evolves kernel functions, their parameters, and the SVM cost parameter C, while using evolved discriminating features. Figure 3 illustrates the structure of an individual in a GP population. The individual consists of two trees, one containing an evolved kernel that combines Linear, Cauchy and Scalar kernels, and one containing the evolved SVM cost parameter C.
Methods
The EA introduced in our recent work 11 and employed here to obtain meaningful features is summarized below. The section then details the GP algorithm we propose to evolve kernel functions, their parameters, and the SVM cost parameter C.
Finding over-represented motifs in DNA sequences
The EA we introduce in Ref. 11 searches for motifs that best discriminate between HS and non-HS sequences. The motifs are variable-length strings of length l generated from the the IUPAC code. In addition to the 4-letter {A, T, C, G} DNA alphabet, the IUPAC code contains ambiguous symbols that capture groups of nucleotides with shared chemical properties. The motifs vary in length (l ∈ {6, . . . , 12}) because the length of optimal motifs is not known a priori. No shorter than 6-mers generated over the DNA alphabet are needed to achieve high SVM classification accuracy.
Our EA uses an island-model approach in which each island contains motifs of the same length (i.e. one-motif species) and evolves in isolation and in parallel with other islands without migration. On each island, a (µ + λ)-ES-style EA, where µ is the number of parents and λ is the number of offspring generated. The mutation used is the standard generalization of the bit flip operator to nonbinary alphabets along with a standard 1-point crossover operator.
While the true fitness of an individual should be evaluated in the context of SVM-based classification, doing so on each offspring is computationally impractical. We employ a simpler fitness function that approximates how spectrum features are employed in the kernel function.
10 Given a k-mer w, the fitness value f (w) = 100 * |c(w) HS /total HS − c(w) non−HS /total non−HS |, where c(w) counts the number of sequences containing w, and total normalized by the number of known sequences in each class (HS or non-HS). In this way, a motif that is found in all HS sequences but no non-HS sequences (or vice versa), will have the highest fitness score of 100. A motif found with the same frequency in non-HS and HS sequences will have the lowest score of 0. Analysis in our recent work shows that the fitness value of the top motifs strongly correlates with the classification accuracy these motifs confer to an SVM. 11, 21 The top 200 motifs of the final GP population are used to construct the feature vectors from the input sequences.
Our kernel evolution algorithm
The EA we propose searches over the space of positive semi-definite kernel functions in order to guarantee optimality. We first discuss the concept of kernel closure and then detail the elements of the proposed EA.
Kernel closure
Kernel functions must be continuous, symmetric, and preferably have a positive (semi)-definite Gram matrix. 30 A positive-definite kernel insures that the optimization problem will be convex and the solution will be unique. 30 New kernel functions can be constructed by combining well-known positive (semi)-definite kernel functions through specific mathematical manipulations that guarantee closure. The new kernel functions inherit the properties of the functions used to construct them.
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Here we employ an extensive list of known positive (semi)-definite kernel functions (listed in Table 2 ) to evolve new kernel functions that obey the closure property. The closure-preserving mathematical manipulations we use are listed in Table 1 .
Genetic programming
Our EA for evolving new kernels is a standard GP algorithm. 32 It simultaneously searches the space of kernel functions (and their parameters) and SVM cost parameters C. Each individual in the population is represented as a forest of two trees (see Fig. 4 ). One tree maintains the evolving kernel function, and the other the Operator Formula 
Real cost parameter C. The tree that maintains C consists of only one node, and is subjected only to the mutation operator. The representation of the kernel tree in each individual is analogous to the parse trees employed for Lisp expressions. Each nonterminal node in a kernel tree is either a mathematical operator (add, scalar, multiply, exponential) or a predefined kernel function. Each terminal node in a kernel tree is either a kernel parameter (e.g. σ, d, θ) or one the input feature vectors x, y. Table 2 provides a complete lists of the terminal and nonterminal nodes.
The mutation operator is applied to both parameters and kernel functions. A tree is first picked at random (out of the tree maintaining the kernel function and the single-node tree maintaining the cost parameter C). A node is than picked at random from the selected tree. Every parameter located in the subtree rooted at the selected node is then mutated according to a Gaussian probability distribution over its preset range. When the selected tree is the kernel tree, mutation is implemented through the growth method. 32 A node picked at random from the kernel tree is replaced by a randomly-generated subtree, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The crossover operator applies only to the kernel tree. Parents are selected using standard tournament selection, and the standard Koza-style crossover mechanism is employed to generate an offspring kernel function. Compatible parents are sought; that is, individuals are randomly sampled from a population until two are found whose kernel trees have the same constraints. A random node is then chosen in each parent tree such that the two nodes have the same return type. If, by swapping subtrees at these nodes, the two trees do not violate maximum depth constraints, the swap is performed. Otherwise, the hunt for random nodes is repeated. Figure 4 provides an illustration of crossover.
Following the lead of Ref. 33 , we start with a large initial population (in this paper, 2,000) and then systematically reduce it by 20% in each generation. This generally makes the best use of a fixed computation budget in GP. Similarly, we use the standard lexicographic parsimony pressure to help control bloat. 34 
Putting it all together
The optimal features are evolved separately through the EA proposed in our previous work and employed here to convert input sequences into feature vectors. 11 The fitness of each individual in the population of our GP algorithm is measured as the classification accuracy obtained when applying an SVM with the kernel function and cost parameter C in the individual on the feature vectors. Input sequences are obtained from noble.gs.washington.edu/proj/hs. They consist of 280 HS sequences and 737 non-HS sequences experimentally obtained from throughout the human genome. HS and non-HS sequences have similar average lengths of 242 nucleotides.
The performance of the SVM is tested via 10-fold cross-validation on the total set of 1,017 HS and non-HS sequences. The set is randomly divided into 10 subsets of equal size. The SVM is trained on 90% of the subsets and tested on the 10% held out. This is referred to as 10-fold validation. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is reported as an average over the 10-fold validations.
The method is implemented in Java and run on an Intel Core2 Duo machine with 4GB RAM and 2.66GHz CPU. The EA implementation builds upon the GP implementation of ECJ software. 35 We use the open-source Biojava project 36 to integrate bioinformatics utilities for genomic sequences and the libSVM package 37 for the SVM implementation. The source code of the method and various development details are publicly available at http://cs.gmu. edu/∼ashehu/?q=KernelOptimization.
Results
The EA is run 30 different times to obtain 30 different sets of top motifs which become features in SVM. In each case, the resulting feature vectors are tested with the SVM cross-validation test, employing a default kernel and default parameters. The kernel used is the radial basis function (RBF) shown to outperform other predefined kernels in our recent work. 11 The average accuracy obtained with this kernel over 30 different runs, each of which results in a different set of 200 topscoring motifs, is 82.9, with a standard deviation 1.1. The maximum and minimum accuracies obtained over these runs are 77.1 and 85.15, respectively. Three sets of feature vectors, the best, average, and worst, features, from 30 runs were then run with SVM tuned with the grid search technique 37 that tunes the cost parameter C and the RBF kernel parameter γ. The same three sets of features were individually run with evolutionary algorithm, evolving the kernels and the cost parameter. Since the evolutionary approach is stochastic, we froze each of the above feature sets and ran the kernel evolution 30 times on each set. Table 3 shows the comparative analysis of accuracies of default RBF kernel, grid search tuned kernel and evolved kernel. Table 4 illustrates the top five individuals (kernel and cost parameters C) that were evolved for each of the three feature sets (Best, Average, and Worst).
To compare the best features and top kernel evolved in SVM with our hybrid methodology for comparative analysis, we took the same top best features which gave us 87.35 accuracy with the top evolved kernel, as input for other classifiers. The classifiers chosen are based on previous research in sequence classifications which had yielded better results.
38 Table 5 summarizes the comparative analysis of our approach with various traditional classification systems. The Appendix defines the parameters for each of the methods.
The ROC curves for all the classifiers in comparison with our evolutionary algorithm are also plotted in Fig. 5(a) to show statistically significant difference in ROC area comparisons. Immediate convergence is seen in the Evolutionary runs, i.e. population mean and best-so-far mean converge within 20 generations. The plot in Fig. 5(b) shows the same for Best Feature set to illustrate the convergence and validate our design decision of having ever-reducing population. 
Conclusion
Our results show that employing an EA algorithm to obtain meaningful features and a GP algorithm to obtain new better kernel functions and values for the SVM cost parameter C significantly improve the accuracy of an SVM classification for the HS recognition problem. Moreover, the employment of evolutionary computing automates important SVM design decisions, reducing the dependency on a priori expert knowledge and time-consuming experimentation. Some of the top kernels obtained by our GP algorithm are a combination of the exponential, multiplication, or scalar operators over the Gaussian, Sigmoid, and Linear kernels. The presence of the Cauchy, Circular, Spiral, and Student-T kernels among top-scoring ones further justifies our employment of an extensive list of kernel functions in our GP algorithm. Figure 6 shows in detail the distribution of kernel functions found among the top 100 kernels evolved by our GP algorithm. Results are shown for each Best, Average, and Worst feature sets. The largest percentage consists of combined kernels evolved by our GP algorithm. Each of the predefined kernel functions can be found at lower percentages in this distribution.
We emphasize that our GP algorithm maintains closure and guarantees the optimality of obtained kernels. As a consequence, independent of the feature set used, the evolved kernels show an improvement in classification accuracy. Our hybrid approach of combining that with evolved features yields additional improvement. The result is an SVM that produces statistically significantly better classification performance than most well known documented classification methods.
While the fitness of an evolved kernel function is estimated in the context of the SVM classification, the fitness of the motifs sought to associate meaningful feature vectors with input sequences employs a simpler filter function in the interest of keeping computational cost low. Since the fitness of a kernel function is intimately dependent on the feature vectors employed in the SVM classification, our future work will consider integrated evolutionary schemes that evolve kernels and motifs in tandem. Co-evolution of features and kernels may further boost classification accuracies but at an expected computational cost. Distributed implementations will be sought to manage the computational cost.
Appendix A. Classifier Implementation Details
We will list machine learning classifier as well as list various parameters in evolutionary algorithm used by our methodology. Most of the Classifiers were parameter tuned by making sure various options suited for these methods are researched, tried and the best one with changes to default settings are given below. 
